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Wind in the Wires
Welcome to the sixteenth quarterly newsletter from Cross & Cockade International,
bringing you all that's new and interesting in the world of WW1 aviation.

If you know someone who would
appreciate what over 1,000 other
subscribers now enjoy, please let them
know by sending them this link:
http://bit.ly/1tWo5WJ - from where they
can sign up for their own copy.
2015 is now well and truly behind us,
so the next issue to be leaving the
printers, in a couple of weeks time, will
be the first of Volume 47.

Needless to say there's a fine selection
of interesting articles on offer! We're
publishing two excellent articles by Ray
Vann and the late Mike O'Connor on
flying training in Egypt, and one from
the prolific pen of Stewart Taylor on 2Lt
MM Mowat of 23 & 11 Squadrons. There's also a biog of sailor, soldier, observer, pilot and
inventor RF Power, plus a fresh appraisal of the Short 166 seaplane from Peter Cowlan.
Re-subscriptions for 2016 have already topped 700 - so a heart-felt "thanks" to you from

me, if you're one of that happy throng! Should we get to mid March and you still haven't
received your copy, you might want to check your subscription status. If it's slipped your
memory, you can renew for 2016 here, now, using this link: http://bit.ly/1NKYpbL

At the same time you might want to add a copy
of Roger's excellent A4 wall calendar to your
order, too! Stock is getting low, but there's still a
few left to help brighten your life on these wintry
days - and throughout the
year! http://bit.ly/1O5Wwnc
If you're into social networking, please feel free
join us on Facebook (currently just shy of 1,500
likes) and follow us on Twitter, where we need
just ONE more follower to hit the 200 mark!

Don't forget our increasingly active Forum,
too! This is due to receive a long-overdue
overhaul in the coming weeks, which should
finally bring us a single logon for both it and
shop.

Hugh Petty and his Kodak
Moments

Lucky Dog! An Airman’s
Mascot

The Boy Airman, an exhibition of
photographs taken by RNAS Pilot Officer

Many First World War pilots adopted

Hugh Mortimer Petty and his colleagues

superstitions, rituals and lucky charms to

during the First World War, is currently on

protect themselves against the perilous

display in the Community Room at the

business of flying and even Richthofen

York Castle Museum. An excellent

had his blue dog charm. This interesting

article in the York Press on 8 January

subject was explored in an enjoyable

2016 about the exhibition, which ends on

Yorkshire Post article of 9 December

29 February 2016, reported on the young

2015.

airman’s short, but eventful, service.
Flying Sopwith Pups and Camels, Petty

The piece centres on the mascot of Royal

joined the RNAS as a 17 year old and, of

Flying Corps ace Major Maurice Leblanc-

the 23 student fliers who passed out in

Smith, who originally served in 18

Petty's intake, just three were to survive

Squadron RFC as a bomber and

the war.

reconnaissance pilot and, in early 1918,
was reassigned to 73 Squadron flying the

As a reconnaissance pilot, providing

Sopwith Camel. With him he brought

intelligence about the movements of the

"Adolphus", a knitted toy dog presented

German High Seas Fleet in the North

to him by a French girl, which was his

Sea, he took off from the decks of battle-

mascot on his flying missions.

cruisers and landed wherever he
could. It's unsurprising, therefore, that he

A number of Leblanc-Smith’s wartime

crash-landed six times during his flying

momentoes, including his logbook and a

career and was rescued by a destroyer

Distinguished Flying Cross certificate are

when ditching in the icy waters.

now housed in the Liddle Collection at
the University of Leeds along with

From September 1917 to December

Adolphus. It’s not known exactly when

1918, strictly against all regulations, Petty

Adolphus came into Leblanc-Smith’s

carried with him a "VPK" (Vest Pocket

possession, but it became an intrinsic

Kodak) camera. Throughout his training

part of his flying ritual. The article also

and active service, Petty and his

includes further details of Leblanc-Smith’s

colleagues managed to capture a series

life and exploits, taken from his 1982

of extraordinary images, from early

interview by Peter Liddle; and is well

training days at Eastchurch and Cranwell

worth a look.

(see picture), through gunnery and deck
training on the Firth of Forth, to patrols,
convoys and even that unexpected
ditching in the North Sea. Pilot Officer

http://bit.ly/1PBZOQQ

Petty is also thought to have been the
only man who recorded on camera the
Armistice and surrender of the German
Fleet at Scapa Flow.

http://bit.ly/216dUiA

The RFC on the BBC
Have you ever seen BBC One’s daytime
antiques quiz show For What it’s Worth,
presented by Fern Britton? The mystery
lot in the finale of the show broadcast on

A Son of Salford
Remembered
Salfordonline.com was the home of a
poignant article on 2 February 2016,
which commemorated the death 100
years ago of local man Joseph
Prestwich, at the aged of 23. Educated
at the Manchester Grammar School,
Lieutenant Prestwich began his war
service in the East Lancashire Regiment,
firstly in Egypt and then fighting at
Gallipoli until August 1915. He transferred
to the Royal Flying Corps on his return to
England, where he quickly qualified as a
pilot and went out to France in December
1915, joining 7 Squadron RFC.
Joseph’s parents received a letter from
him on 2 February 1916, telling them to
look out for some good news in the

11 January 2016 was a rather lovely
propeller boss, which had been turned
into an eight-day clock.

Empress Eugenie, wife of Napoleon III
had converted her home, Farnborough
Hill, into a hospital for wounded officers.
She was presented with the clock by
recovering RFC pilot Frank Billinge. The
inscription explains that the propeller was
in a fight with three Fokkers on 14 March
1916 and was hit four times in the blades,
but did not smash. After a judicious pause
on the iPlayer to check the markings and
check in the CCI monograph, I see that
this propeller was from an FE2b
(presentation aircraft Nova Scotia), which
was damaged in combat near Roulers
(Capt JR Howett OK/Lt HF Billinge WIA).
The valuation by expert Charlie Ross was
£1,200.

papers, as an attack on the enemy lines

Two days later, it was BBC Two’s early-

was going to result in a major victory.

evening stalwart, Celebrity Antiques

Sadly, his family received a telegraph

Road Trip, that provided the RFC

later that week saying that their son had

content. Oz Clarke and Jilly Goolden

received severe injuries and he had died

swapped food and drink for antique

from his wounds on 7 February 1916.

shopping in Scotland. Oz and expert
Margie Cooper visited Montrose Air

Joseph was buried at the Poperinghe

Station Heritage Museum and there

New Military Cemetery in Belgium and his

followed an entertaining five minute

name is also recorded on two local

segment on the history of the station in

memorials.

the company of curator, Dan Paton.

http://bit.ly/1ome4ES

Hopefully, the viewers would have been
impressed by the first purpose-built
military airfield in the world and the role of
2 Squadron RFC. There was time to
discuss Hubert Dunsterville Harvey-Kelly
DSO, credited with being the first RFC
pilot to land in France in the war and to
down an enemy aircraft. Harvey-Kelly
was eventually shot down during Bloody
April and work on a replica BE2
representing this brave pilot’s aircraft, and

Off their Rocker!
A grant of almost £10,000 has been

his personal possessions, were also
featured.

http://bit.ly/1TnGmLv

awarded from the Heritage Lottery Fund
to the WW1 Aviation Heritage Trust for
Project Lanoe, with students from the
Colchester Institute designing and
building a replica ‘Rocking Nacelle’
simulator, as used by trainee pilots. As
part of the centenary commemorations to
be held this year at Stow Maries Great
War Aerodrome, visitors will be able to
take part in their own simulated WW1

Thassos Wreckage – An
Update

flight without leaving the hangar.
In the very first issue of Wind in the
Meanwhile, history students from the

Wires way back in June 2012, the lead

Ormiston Rivers Academy in Burnham-

story concerned the discovery of

on-Crouch will be researching the role of

wreckage belonging to a First World War

the inventor of the original Rocking

aircraft found on the Greek island of

Nacelle, Major Lanoe Hawker VC, DSO,

Thassos earlier that year. There was an

RFC, as well as the impact of Stow

RNAS airbase on the island and it was

Maries Aerodrome on the local

initially thought that the wreckage was

community.

from a Nieuport 11 flown by Flight
Lieutenant Warner Peberdy. However, it

http://bit.ly/1SQqC48

was subsequently confirmed that the

http://bit.ly/1QjnxTd

parts were actually from a Sopwith F.1
Camel, meaning that the pilot could not
have been Peberby.

Checking the original blog by Tony Oswin
recently, I was interested to see that the
entry has been significantly updated and I
thought that WitW’s greatly increased
readership might like to read the story in
full. The blog now speculates that the
pilot of the Camel could have been an

The Pipes, the Pipes are
Calling

ensign in the Hellenic Naval Air Force
named Hatzikiriakos, who crashed landed
in November 1918. The story of the
Rugby born and Canadian trained

What’s this church organ made from?

Peberdy, whose body has never been

The discovery of what appear to be Royal

found, is also told in the blog.

Flying Corps target roundels (cockades, if
you will!) during renovation of a village
church organ in Porthkerry, Vale of
Glamorgan, has baffled both the
Reverend Melanie Price and the local
community, who have no idea how the
aeroplane ended up there.

http://bit.ly/1PC5N8l

The organ was donated in 1920 as a
memorial for local soldiers, who died
during the First World War. With no local
airfield in operation at the time, will the
baffling secret ever be solved? The story
was covered in the local press and the
BBC website in early January 2016.

Remembering the Red Baron

http://bit.ly/1QiOQmW

There was a thought-provoking article in

http://bbc.in/1kPREcp

the Wall Street Journal on 13 December
2015 concerning the perception of
Manfred von Richthofen. Prompted by
the release of the Peanuts movie, the
WSJ considers why MvR is barely
remembered in his home country and
how “the Red Baron” has simply become
a marketing device.
The article cites numerous examples of
Red Baron products and services in the

The Biggles Building – Facing

USA, Europe and further afield, from

Demolition

kennels to bars and coffee houses. You
will note how the image on the Red Baron

The University of Reading is being
urged to abandon its plans to demolish
the hall of residence which housed Royal
Flying Corps cadets during the First
World War. St Patrick’s Hall, which is
known as is “The Biggles Building”, was
the home of 1 School of Military
Aeronautics at the University from 1915.
The experiences at the school of one
Captain WE Johns are thought to have
inspired the book 'Biggles Learns To Fly'.

frozen pizza box from America looks like
Tom Sellick and not the dashing Freiherr.

The writers explain that von Richthofen
fell into obscurity after World War 2,
because there was no such thing as a
war hero in Germany; a country that
avoided anything glorifying war. Owners
of the few Red Baron themed enterprises
in Germany find that their customers have
never heard of von Richthofen. Worth a
read!

http://on.wsj.com/1J5SWX1

Reading East MP Rob Wilson is
supporting the campaign by the Victorian
Society to save the Hall. The consultation
process with local residents and
stakeholders is currently underway and a

Hello, Mr Avro

petition has been launched.
A video treat for you now, courtesy of
The story even got a mention in the

AirTeamImages.com, the world’s largest

‘Nooks and Corners’ section of Private

aviation stock images library. It’s a

Eye! Extensive coverage

charming five minute interview with Eric

here: http://bit.ly/216rMtb

Verdon Roe, grandson of Avro founder
Alliot Verdon Roe at the 2015 LAA Sywell
Rally. Eric is standing next to Avro 504K
replica LV-X430 ‘Olivia’, which was built
by Argentinean company, Pur Sang Aero
Historic, and there are some great interior
shots of the aircraft.

http://bit.ly/1LruQXO

First Blitz News – The
Midlands Remembers
The first Zeppelin raid of 1916 took place
on night of 31 January / 1 February and
was the largest to date with nine airships
taking part. The raiders struck across the

Midlands including Derby, Burton upon
Trent and the suburbs of Birmingham,
leaving in their wake seventy dead and

First Blitz News –The Brave
PCs

113 injured.
On 11 February 2016, the Southwark
Several of the airship commanders
afterwards claimed to have bombed their
intended target of Liverpool, which they
failed to reach due to the freezing
conditions.

News reported on a campaign to
rededicate a memorial plaque dedicated
to twelve Walworth residents who died
during a Zeppelin raid during the night of
19 October 1917 and to the three
policemen who prevented the death toll

There was extensive local coverage to

from rising even higher.

commemorate the centenary of the raids
and a number of events were also held.
These included a memorial peace garden
being opened and a plaque unveiled in
Wood Green Cemetery, Wednesbury.
Pauline Simms, who was the niece of 10year-old bomb victim, Matilda Mary Burt,
was one of those paying her respects.

Southwark Council has been asked by
local historian, Stephen Bourne, to
replace a lost memorial on the site of
where a 300-pound “aerial torpedo” killed
twelve people, and trapped at least
another dozen in the basement of a
building with a fire raging above.

There was also a similar event at Tipton
Cemetery. The Express & Star carried the
stories and also posted an article
detailing the raids on Tipton,
Wednesbury, Bilston and Walsall,
including a vivid eye-witness account.

Despite the threat of another explosion
due to a gas leak, Inspector Edward
Wright, PC Jesse Christmas and PC
Robert Melton, cut a hole in the floor and
dropped down into the basement, leading
children and a group of shell-shocked

http://bit.ly/1QFMbOj

adults to safety. Inspector Wright was
awarded the Albert Medal, while the other

The Burton Mail also provided full
coverage of the night the Zeppelins

two officers were decorated with King’s
Police Medals.

sowed devastation and a memorial
service was held to commemorate the
raid that killed 15 people in the town. A

Hopefully, the new plaque will be in place
for the centenary of the event.

plaque was unveiled as part of the event
at the Burton Caribbean Association to

http://bit.ly/1mwnEDf

commemorate the six people who were
killed in a mission hut at the site. The
plaque, originally made in 1927, was
discovered in 2014 in a cupboard at the
centre, and was restored with the help of
the Burton Civic Society.

http://bit.ly/1QFMs3M

Loughborough was also raided with 10

London (Ontario) Calling

lives lost and there was a series of wellattended special public events on the

This imposing photograph of a young

centenary, which were summarised in an

Canadian hockey team caught my eye

article in the Loughborough Echo on 3

because, standing top left, is a student

February 2016. Local dignitaries unveiled

destined to become a RFC pilot. History

a new bronze memorial plaque to the

Professor Graham Broad, from the King’s

victims and injured of the raid. The

University College at Western University

Leicester Mercury weighed in with an in-

Canada, has been researching the life of

depth article on the centenary of the

Eddie McKay for a biography.

Loughborough raid and its aftermath.
McKay was born in Ontario and readers
http://bit.ly/1mFfRmF

of the London Free Press were asked on
4 December 2015 to help with the
Professor’s research and identify
McKay’s hockey team mates.

An accomplished sportsman, McKay
completed his training at the Wright
Aviation School in Augusta in March 1916
and was assigned to 24 Squadron RFC
where he flew an Airco DH2 and recorded

Curtiss and Newport News

four victories. His exploits were recorded
in the local press and the now Captain

Pioneering aircraft builder Glenn Curtiss

McKay was reassigned to 23 Squadron

started the Atlantic Coast Aeronautical

flying SPADs, earning his final six

Station on a 20 acre tract east of Newport

victories in late 1917. On 28 December

News (Virginia) Boat Harbour one

1917, McKay was shot down over

hundred years ago, with Captain Thomas

Belgium with Jasta 2 pilot Ltn Carl

Scott Baldwin (the dean of American

Menckhoff being credited with the victory.

balloonists) as head. The story of Curtiss

After the War, the Eddie McKay Memorial

and the airmen that flocked to fly in one of

Cup was donated to the Public School

his legendary planes and take lessons

Hockey League in London and Professor

from his elite pilots was told in a highly

Broad would love to find it!

informative article in the Daily Press on
17 January 2016, complete with cracking

http://bit.ly/1mFgxs4

photo galleries.
You can follow Prof Broad on Twitter
The Curtiss school’s earliest and most

@AEMcKayRFC for tweets on key dates

celebrated instructors and students are

in McKay’s life.

mentioned, including Harold Marcellus
“Buck” Gallop, who was the inspiration for
the 1930 film “The Dawn Patrol” due to
his colourful exploits. Others included
Victor Carlstrom, the celebrated test pilot,
William “Billy” Mitchell, the founder of the
US Air Force, “Bert” Acosta, who flew the
Atlantic just 33 days after Lindbergh, and
international ballroom dancing star,
Vernon Castle.

Branch Meetings
Even before America entered the War,
the military began sending the first of

York

more than 1,000 men to Newport News.
The school’s success resulted in the

The next gathering is at 12:00 on

Army and the National Advisory

Saturday 20th February 2016. Check

Committee for Aeronautics purchasing a

the web site for 2016 meeting dates as

1,659 acre Hampton tract that became

they're announced. As ever, all comers

Langley Field, which Billy Mitchell

are welcome! Full details here.

transformed into the centre of Army air
power after his return from Europe,

There's no formal presentations or

eclipsing his old school even before

speakers; just excellent beer and a group

Curtiss closed it in 1922.

of like-minded folk sharing WW1 aviation

photos and knowledge. Sadly the pub is
http://bit.ly/20bRlJ5

still not doing food - so bring your own
sandwiches!

Essex

Our longest running branch is regularly
hosted by founder member John Barfoot
in his basement - The Dugout. 15:00 on
the last Friday of each month is the date
for your diary; let John know if you're
planning to attend, so he can warn the
caterers!

London

The Wright Stuff
I've heard a rumour that our mysterious
Some pre-WW1 aviation news caught my

London meeting is planning to convene

eye recently. An online auction of some

once more. A date of 1st March 2016 has

important Wright brothers’ papers ended

now been confirmed at 18:45 at My Old

on 28 January 2016. The sale, organised

Dutch, 132 High Holborn.

by Nate D Saunders Auctions of Los
Angeles, included a letter sent by Orville
Wright to US senator Hiram Bingham
dated 24 March 1928, just three weeks
after the formation of the presidential
commission set up to decide whether the

Contact is David Marks.

brothers could be credited with building
and flying the first heavier than air flying
machine.
The letter details the Wright brothers’
annoyance at the Smithsonian Institute
for continuing to claim the first flight
distinction for itself and was sold for
$12,963, including buyer’s premium. An

Pilcher and the Hawk

accompanying lot (pictured) including
Orville’s signed US Patent Office
document from 25 October 1916, listing
five patents for improvements to a ''flying
machine'', failed to attract a bidder at its
$25,000 asking price.

Britain’s oldest aeroplane is said to be
“the Hawk”’, a gilder designed, built and
flown by Percy Pilcher. The aircraft, which
looks rather like a giant bat, is currently
being restored and will be a key exhibit
when new galleries open this summer at

http://bit.ly/1VjMPVy
http://bit.ly/1LrxlJP

the National Museum of Scotland,
Edinburgh.

In 1897, the Hawk broke the world
distance record when Pilcher flew 250M
(820ft). Pilcher then set his sights upon
powered flight and developed a triplane
that was to be powered by a 4 hp engine,
which he was planning to demonstrate to
potential backers in September 1899. At
the last minute the engine failed and
Pilcher elected to take the now obsolete
Hawk up for one final flight. It had been a
I was pleased to spot in the Liverpool
Echo on 30 December 2015 that the Sgt
Thomas Mottershead VC Statue Appeal
has now raised more than £15,000
toward its £60,000 target. Fund raising
continues and the statue’s unveiling in

stormy day but Pilcher thought the
conditions would be good enough.
Tragically, the Hawk's tail broke off and
the 33 year old aviator pioneer fell, dying
of his injuries two days later.
Pilcher’s story and details of a fascinating

Widnes remains set for June 2017.

and intricate restoration of the 24ft Hawk,
which uses bamboo extensively in its

http://bit.ly/1XviCEG

structure and has around 100 bracing
wires to maintain the wing’s umbrella-like

A few days later on 2 January 2016, I

camber, were reported on the BBC

noted a story on another WitW stalwart,

website and the Edinburgh Evening News

being the replica Sopwith 1 1/2 Strutter

in January 2016.

being built by volunteers at the Aviation
Preservation Society of Scotland. A

http://bit.ly/216wiYM

team member of the East Fortune based

http://bbc.in/1SRwBnI

project told the Herald Scotland that the
aircraft is expected to take to the skies
later this year.

Posted last March, but just brought to
WitW’s attention is a rather nice video by
a French TV station about the formation
of the RAF. It includes views of the StOmer Memorial and there is also an
interesting squadron group shot in front of
a FE2b.

http://bit.ly/1mFj2L3
She's a model and she's looking good

2016 AGM

...
Hold the front page! This year's AGM is
Finally, I know that many readers are
enthusiastic modellers and I thought that
it would worth giving a mention the

going to be a little bit special, in that we're
extending it into a mini seminar on the
theme of Lawrence of Arabia.

following website:
Speakers kindly provided by the TE
http://bit.ly/1TlsuAc

Lawrence Society are:
•

The Great War SIG is a Special Interest
Group of IPMS (UK) and, although aimed

Lawrence's Air Force
Roger Braggar

at plastic scale modellers, it does also

•

Lawrence and the Red Sea

have content of interest to non-modellers.

Patrol

Of particular note are the downloadable

John Johnson-Allen

pdf files of its Ami Cher newsletter.

•

Lawrence’s Life and his

These may be accessed by members and

Unusual Genius

non-members alike, and have general

Phil Neale

WW1 historical articles as well as others
that will interest aviation

The place to be is the RAF Museum,

enthusiasts. They also have a Facebook

Hendon, on Saturday 23rd April 2016.

presence:
We'll also be launching a monograph
http://on.fb.me/1POHMsE

entitled TE Lawrence and the Air War in
the Middle East and while at the RAFM
you'll be able to view their awardwinning First World War in the Air
exhibition.

Check out full details, including timings,
on the web site:

http://bit.ly/1Oea2mC

Scale ModelWorld 2015

As usual, the CCI stand at Telford, last
November, did a brisk trade - and a good
number of new members were recruited.

The CCI Trophy for Best WW1 Aviation
Model in Show was this year won by
Jose Maria Martinez Fernandez with his
1/32 Fokker D.VII
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